Report of 4-day workshop on web development “ScriptEd”

The Department of Electronics & Communication Engineering organized a 4-day workshop on
web development “ScriptEd” in association with SPIE Student Chapter, BPPIMT during 9th-12th
December, 2021. The workshop was inaugurated by the welcome speech from Prof. B. N.
Chatterji, Emeritus Professor, Former Dean (academic affairs of BPPIMT). Prof. Dr. Ivy
Majumder, HOD, ECE, Dr. Vedatrayee Chakraborty, Convener of ScriptEd, Assistant Professor,
ECE and Dr. Ranjana Goswami, HOD , Applied Sciences and Humanities said a few words
regarding the main topic of the workshop and congratulated the whole team of SPIE student
chapter for their efforts to organize this event workshop. A brief overview of SPIE student chapter,
BPPIMT was given by Ms. Debasmita Bag, President of SPIE Student Chapter, BPPIMT.

In the workshop, four student speakers were from 3rd year ECE. In the first day, Mr. Parichay Dey,
Convenor of SPIE Student Chapter, gave an excellent explanation on the topic “Basics of HTML
and CSS”.

On second day, Mr. Arko Sen, Student Coordinator of the SPIE Student Chapter, BPPIMT
delivered a valuable lecture on "Scripting in JavaScript". Mr. Bhaskar Sengupta, 3rd Year, ECE
delivered an extremely beneficial lecture on "Diving Deep into JS Library" on third day of the
workshop and on the final dayday Mr. Rajat Mondal, Web Master of the SPIE Student Chapter,
delivered an efficacious lecture entitled as "Develop Your Own Netflix with React."

On each day of the event, after the main lecture session a quiz was shared with the participants. In
this event over 200 students participated from different departments like ECE, CSE, EE, IT, BCA,
MCA. All the sessions were vey interactive and the participants also provided very positive
feedback on the workshop. In the last day the event was concluded by a valedictory session. The
session was graced by Prof. Dr. Sutapa Mukherjee, Principal, BPPIMT and Dr. Ivy Majumder,
HOD, ECE who praised the speakers of the workshop for teaching the participants efficiently and

commended the whole team for their hard work. At the end Mr Ramesh Kumar, Convenor of
ScriptEd, Assistant Professor, ECE gave a Vote of Thanks.

